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B R 0 'W N I 1:1 G AND I T A L I .A N A R ']2 AND 
ART 1ST S 
PREFACE 
The .subject of this thesis was chosen under the ass:umption 
that while muoh has been wri t1;en conoerning a few 1ndivid.u~.l ~rt 
poems, such ~s Abt Vogler, Andrea del sarto, and F~ .Lippo Lippi~ 
the entire influence of Italy in this field,has never been 
analyzed. The sta tement also exoludee mUoh of Browning's treatment 
of art; for he mentions Spanish, Frenc-h, and EIiglish rtists A·nd 
.. 
their works. Then it hAs been found neoessary to omit all non-
Ita lianate compar~sons of one a~t with another, and all saoh 
,stat.ements oonce:rni~ the nature and. pur,pose of art. 
But in the limited subject chos~n, the purpose has been to 
make a cPmplete estimate of the ~ount of It~lian influence in 
the fieldfJ of sculpture, music, poetry, architecture, and painting, 
in the order ~ed. This order is bSplUld on the amount of ea.ch in the 
~ams, proceeding from less to greater. Eaoh of the five divisions 
cont~ins a . s~atement of the ~be~ of poems co~taining such references, 
. 
the artists a.nd the works of art mentioned, the place ,of the work 
or the artist in the history of its development, and where it is possible 
to determine it, the probable source of Br~lngt8 knowledge. Then 
follows ~ discussion of his use of the ar~ - a. for purposes of com-
parison, b. for setting,c. for the main subject matter of the p~m. 
The conclusion undertakes a limdted general comparison of Browning's 
use of the different ~rts. 
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I N T ROD U C T ION 
I ~ BROWNING t S G.ENERAt INTEREST IN ART 
!t is natural that one should expect to find mention of many art 
w.orks in Browning's poems. All his life he was interested in more than 
one form of it; and in spite of the , improbability of his ever having 
had serious doubts on the subject, some biographers state that he was, 
for a long time undecided whether to become a musician, a painter. or 
a poet. 
1. KNONLEDGE OF MUSIC *-- As a child, Browning received a musical education 
and became a pianist of some ability. This appreciatio~ of music was 
further cultivated, during his young manhood, by attendance at the best 
concerts that London afforded. Beethoven is most often mentioned as an 
example of his preference. During the latter years of his married life 
in Italy, according to lette~s of Mrs. Browning, he took ,charge of the 
musical education of their small son, Wiedeman. In the years following 
1873, while he was in London again, he took-eharge-o~-~~ was a constant 
frequenter of musical concerts. Undoubtedly, then, his interest in music 
was no intermittent fancy, but was constant and above the average. If 
further proof be needed, it is found in the fact that his writings show a 
finer appreciation of music and a greater knowledge of its technique 
than those of any other poet. 
2. KNOVLEDGE OF PAINTING - A knowledge of painting, as well as a liking 
for it.was cultivated in Browning's earliest y~arst through the medium 
of the Dulwich gallery. It was within walking distance ()f his home, and 
there he was often taken by his father. Later he became ~ well-known 
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figure in one or two London studios. This interest in painting, as 
well as in sculpture, was retained through his entir~ life. drs. 
Browning's letters from Italy give many statements of art interests, 
accounts 0f visits to works of art, and statements of friendships with 
artists - the )Jmerican sculptor, Mr. Powers, Leighton, stor.y, as well 
as Kirkup, the art connoisseur • . In a letter of November the fifth, 
1846, only two months after they left England together, Mrs. Browning 
speaks of her husband's knowledge of pictures and says that she means 
to learn about them under his direction. 
In 1855, the group of poems entitled Men and '.'lomen w~s publi shed; 
and for some time after this, Browning took a complete rest from poetical 
labors. During this pause ( as a letter dated May the second, 1856, from 
Mrs. Browning to Mrs. Jameson~ informs us ) . the poet became the artist. 
After thirteen days application, she informs us, he produced some really 
startling copies of heads. Then she adds - " And really, with all his 
feeling and knowledge of art, some of the mechanical trick of it can 
not be out of place." 
3. KNOWLEDGE OF SCULPTURE -- In 1860, another of Mrs. Browning's letters 
tells of her husband's work in sculpturing at the studio of Mr. s tor.y. 
She speaks of his turning to account his studies in anatomy, and of the 
fact that he had alrea~ copied two busts, of young Augustus and of 
Psyche. At this time he was working six hours a day on modeling . If His 
habit, " Mrs. Browning tells us, "was to work by fits and starts'; and he 
had taken up sculpturing until his mind should be ready again for poems. 
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II. BASIS OF PROCEDURE 
Many other statements shewing an appreciation of the arts are 
found in the life and let ters of th~ Brmvning's. Of these, some details 
will be mentioned later in cennection with each art. Only such facts 
have been noted here as tend to ' establish the basi s from which the 
discussion proceeds - namely~ that Browning had a great and continuous 
interest in the fine arts, and. that it is only reasonable to expect a 
considerable amount of knowledge and appreCiation of them in his 
writings. 
The entire number of Browning's poems is two hundred twenty- two. 
Forty-five of these, or slightly more than one-fifth, have some mention 
()f one or more of the arts or artists CDf Italy. Many others also deal 
with some non-Itallanate mention of the arts. Wi~h forty-five of the 
poems of Robert Browning, then t see appendix for list ) - the number 
containing references to Italian art subjects, it is the purpose of this 
article to deal only so far as their Italianate subject matter is eencerned. 
DIS C U S S IO N 
I. · SCULPTrJRE 
1. OUTLI11E OF REFERENCES TO SCULPTURE *&-
A. Sordello 
a. Nicolo Pisano , 1206-1278 J - by his study af nature and 
the ancients, gave the death-blew to J3yzantinism and 
heralded the Renaissance. 
b. Giovanni Pisano (c.1250-1330) - whose many pupil~ carried 
the continuation of his father'S principles throughout 
Northern Italy. 
B. Pippa Passes 
a. Canova (1757-1822) - a refined. classical, but somewhat 
artificial reviver of Italian sculpture . in the modern era. 
Two of his works are named - tIl Psiche-fanciulla (P syche 
as a young girl with a butterfly~ in the Possagno gallery} 
, 
and (2 } the Pieta ( a statue of the Virgin Mary with the 
dead Christ in her arms) . 
b. Jules - an imaginary modern young sculptor, studying Italian 
models" and i"O'llr of his works - (I) Almaign Kaiser, ' 2} Psyche, 
(3} IIippolyta, and (4) Tydeus. 
c. Old Pictures in Florence 
a. Nicolo Pisano - (mentioned above). 
b. Ghibertl (1378-1455) - a Florentine sculptor, also important 
fo~ perspective in painting, whose ideal combined religious 
feeling with classical beaut,y. 
D. Ml Last Duchess 
6 
a. Claus of Innsbruck - an imaginary Renaissance sculptor and 
his work - (ll Neptune taming a sea horse. 
E. The statue and the Bust 
a. Giovanni of Bolegna( John of Douay) - (c.1524-1608 )- an 
Italian Renaissance sculptor who combined technical knowledge 
alld fine poetic feeling, and (1) statue 01 Duke Ferdinand. 
F. Christmas-Eve and Easter-Day 
a. Contains a general criticism of the early Christian attitude 
toward ~ bodily perfection in art. 
G. The Bishop Orders his Tomb 
a. Imaginary work. characteristic of the church named, and 01 
the decadent Renaissance period. 
H. The RiM and the .:Book 
a. Baccio Band~nelli - a Florentine sculptor and his work, a 
statue of {I i John of the Black B811ds, the fat,her (If Cosimo 
de' Medici. 
b, Pasquin's s tatue - a work of uncertain origin in Rome. 
(Perhaps not, Italianate in origin) • 
c. ' The Fountain of the Tritons - designed in the seventeenth 
century. 
d. ]"cca- dell' Veri ta - the fab led te st for the veri ty 0 f 
witnesses, a mask of stone in the portico of the church 
sta. Maria in Cormedin. 
2. TABULATION - Altogether, then. eight poems from the two hundred 
, -
twenty-two deal with Italian sculpture. Six historical sculptors and 
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seven pieces of work in actual existence are named. Two purely imag~ 
inative sculptors figure in the poems, and two poems, ~y Last Duchess 
and the :BishQP Crders his Tomb deal with imaginary sculpture • .All 
references, so far as can be determined,confor.m entirely to the facts. 
3. HISTORICAL SCOPE -- ¥iewiEg his treatment of Italian sculpture from 
the historical angle, one finds that nearly ever,y important phase of its 
development is embodied in some poem, though the chronolb~~i order is 
not foll~wed. In Sardella • the very beginnings of Renaissance art are 
suggested concerning ti the l"isan pair", in a few phrases that help tv 
give perspective and background to the piQture o~ the times. In the next 
ppem, however, Pippa Passes, Browning takes his readers across the entire 
field of development, to a picture of the life of modern art students 
in Italy. 
Old Pictures in Florence goes again to. the beginning, as a modern 
reader of art history sees it, with another mention of Nicolo; but here 
the treatment i s imaginative and whimsical, wh6!e the same reference was 
used in Sordello as serious setttng. 
4. ART STUDENTS IN PIPPA PASSES -- This poem contains the ver,y interesting 
treatment of modern art life among stUdents. Canova represents the ideal 
of sculpture and Jules, the student who is seeking t6 attain. For the 
only time, with the exception of A Soul's Tragegy, Browning descends to 
the level of prose as a medium of speech for his knaves and villians. 
All the crude reality of life anwDg the art students, their jealousy of 
one with higher ideals than their own" the poet gives us in detail by 
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means of their prose speeches" returning, however, to blank verse for 
the idpals of J~les, and the aspiratl~ns,ofPhenefs awakening soul. Love 
of personality and,'an appreciat,ion of the, possibilities o;f hmnan develop-
ment are written large throughout the poems Qf Browning; bu~ nowhere is 
thes idea inJ:elation to. art mo~e definitely expressed than in the worqs 
of Jules. An artist of,the highest idea 8, he has, just realized through 
the. singing of Pippa, that a woman'-s soul 1. in his. keeping. He says: 
"Shall t~ produce form out, of unshaped stuff 
Be. Art - and further, to evoke a sbul 
Fr.om form 1>e nothing'? This new soul is mine." 
5. TItAGI:I.ARY SCULPTURE -- ruy Las,t Du.chess is entirely imaginary; but it, 
so fully sums ¥p in a short ~oem the entire decadent ~enaise~ce attitide 
toward art, th~t no real names could improve it. Its one, mention 'Qf 
sculpture,t-INeptune tamimg a s,es horse,whi~ch Claus ,of Innsbnlck c,ast in 
bronze fo~ me." doe~ more , howev~rt than give,vividness t¢ the p1ct~e. 
It is a br-ief .. powerful suggestion of' tll admiration for art becau,se it 
was. fashiQnable, (2) of th~ intellectual but heartless Dukets attitude of 
, 
taming the Dnchess, {3) o,! the' classical sub,ject matter and bronze material ... 
that wer~n,vogueat_the time. 
The Bishop Orders His:~.rro,mb is a poem containing ju~t as st;-ong a 
• • , : ' fl,; ;, 
portrayal of art in the decadent ~e~kissance. . , But instead of the cruel, , , 
" 
worldly ,domineering, fashiona~le, secular )(11(6, one ftlldl the eq~lly 
worldly as well as 1mmoral ~i~op, worshipp;ng ar.t as something of flnancla1 
, 
worth, something by means of which the rival Gan40lf can be stirred to a - ' 
new envy. 
6. ~ NUDE IN SCULPTURE -- Christmas-Eve and Easter-~ay has a sectIon 
devoted to the visit of the seeker for rel1gions truth to' Rome. 1ft this 
Brown1ng takes occasion to rebuke the If filtlly saints" whose religious 
zeal led them to destroy ancient statuar,y because it represented physical 
beaut.y. While the main subject of the poem is religion, not art, it 
contains inCidentally one of his best defenses of the nude in scrulpture. 
He sees the "noble daring, steadfast dut.y, the heroic in action or in 
passion, I" or even the merely beautiful in a physical W8:3 - all as presented 
in sculpture, and views them all as a fi ttlng token of the beauty God has 
placed in the world. FUrther light en the attitude of Browning toward the 
nude in art may be gained from The Lady and the Painter, a. non-Italianate 
poem, written later in his life. In the limits of the present paper, it 
is of 'interest only because it proves the attitude of Christmas-Eve and 
Easter-Day to have. beem a permanent one. 
7. USE FOR DRAMATIC POSSIBILITIES - In The statue and the Bust the art 
references were used, not for their own sake, but because th6.1 contained 
a situation with dramatic possibilities. The statue of the Duke exists as 
Browning pictured it; while the bust of the la~ is an addition for poetiC 
purpeses. While imaginary, however, it conforms to the spirit of the 
palace it was rep'resent.ea as adorni:ng; for traces of Robbia ware, chs 
material of which it was made, still adorned the cornices of the palace at 
the time when the poem was written. 
S. PHYSICAL SETTING - The Ring and the Book, with 1 ts few references to 
pleces of snlpture in Florence and Rcme, is, of all those named, the ()ne 
in which the art is made least promllaent. It contains no picture of a 
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period, no discussion of an attitude toward art, no art references as an 
aid to the poetical background of the tlmas • . It simply names works of 
saulpture as a device to aid us in establishing the physical setting. 
Each tells us that at such and such a place. in sight of' the statue named, 
a certain event ocurred. In one instance, that of the fountain of' the 
Tritons, in part I. the description of the inmovab1e sculpture, "high---
out 0' the wa:y Ot the motiey, merchandising mtl1ti tude", is an example of 
contrast in settiRg. 
9. TECHNICAL TERMS ThOllgh these p-Oems penetrate so deeply into the 
history, of art. ami. the feelings of the artis·t, very, few technical terms 
concerning scml.pture are used in the Italianate poems. ' "Carlte1Ias", in 
the description of the fountain just mentioned" probably, meaning car lIas. 
the scalpttlred t .ablets for inscriptions. may be cl,assed as such a technical 
term. "Caryatides" t female . figures in sculpture, used a.s a support tare 
named in the description of the castle, where Sordello ~ived, at GOito; 
but the ter.m is Greek in origin. 
10. S(ftijl6B OF BR,OWXlliG ' S KNC>WLEIGE -- In every case where real works of' 
. . 
sculpture are used in the poems. Browning had seen what he described. 
Pippa Passes, publiShed in 1841, contains references to the works of 
'. 
Canova; and the life of Venetian art students forms a considerable section 
of the poem. In 1838 t Browning went to Italy for the first time, ( ~cugh 
some biogra.phers insis.t on a t .rip. in 1834} was in Venice, and its surround-
» 
iug places, as well as in the city he speaks of as"delicious Asola • 
That he studied the works of Cancva, we krulw from the fact that a letter 
to Miss Haworth expresses his disappo~ntment in him. This one visit 
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explains the source of all his references in Pippa Passes. though his 
statement about disappointment in Canova implies that his ideas had been 
formed before he left England. In this poem t as well as in all of these 
co~cerning sculpture, the conclusion that his references are based on 
observation is certain; but that observation may have been preceded by 
an interest from reading or from visits to London studios. 
All the other poems mentioned in this section were written after the 
Brownings had lived some time in Italy. The only definite places named 
are Rome and Florence; and in each of these places they had spent some 
time before these particular works were given to the world. 
II. MUSIC 
1. CUTLINE OF REFERENCES TO MUSI C 
A. The Italian in England 
a. Tenebrae - as sang in an Italian cathedral. 
B. The Englishman in Italy 
a. Bellili'1801-1835) - an Italian opera composer, belonging 
to the modern group. 
C. A Toccato of Galuppits 
a. Galuppit 1706.-1785) - a composer of melodious rather than 
original operas, whose workmanShip was superior to his 
contemporaries in harmony and orchestration. 
D. Master l!ugues of Saxe-Gotha 
1 
a. Palestrina(1526-1594) - a composer who is most famous for 
saving music to the church by submitting aome when eccle a-
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~astical authorities were about to forbid its use. 
E. Bishop Blougramts .!pology -
a. Verdl(18l3-l901} - One of the greatest modern opera com-
posers, known through II Trovatore , Rigoletto, and La 
Traviata. 
b. Rossinil1792-l86.8) - a composer whose Stlccess antedates 
that of Verdi, best known by his opera, William Tell. 
F. Abt Vogler 
a. Abt or Abbe Vogler(1749-l8l4} - an organist and composer of 
Bavarian birth, muoh of whose study and public work were 
done in Italy, Though he invented a new system of fingering 
for the harpsichord, and a new system of musical theor.it 
his ideas were empirical. 
G. youth and Art 
a. Grisi(181l-l869} - an Italian opera singer with a brilliant 
dramatic soprano vOice, who sang in the productions of 
Rossini and Bell~ni. 
H. The Rips and the Book 
a. References to church Maslc in Italy. Part I - Nunc dimdttis 
and the Magnificat; Part VI - the Ave Maria and the Angelus; 
Part XII - Pater, Ave, and Salve Regni Coell. 
I. Red cotton Night-Cap co~t;y 
a. Guarnerius(lGS1-l745}, Joseph del Gesn- one of the most 
famous 'Vilo1in makers, who worked for boldness of outline 
and massive construction instead of perfection of form, and 
secured in consequence, a robust tone. 
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b. Stradivarius, Antonic(1644-l73'Il - Whose- final model, with 
its soft varnish now irrec0verable p b~ught violin making 
to its highest perfection. 
c. Corelli(1653-l7l3} - a violin pl~er and composer, woo, 
thaagh he employed only a l~ited portiGn of the compass 
of his instrument" made. an epoch in chamber tmlsic and had 
.an influence en Bach. 
d. Paginini(l784-l840} - a violinplayer who achieved such 
saccess that his name still stands for all that is wonderful 
in execution on that instrument. 
J. With Charles Av1son 
i 
a. Buoncncini(1672-l750?} - the author of a musical treatise, 
whose chief claim to fame lies in the fact that he influenced 
Handel and Scarlotti • . 
b. Gem1nianifc.1680-l762} - a violinist of considerable ability; 
but as a composer, dr.y and deficient in melody. 
2.TABULATION -- In music ten poems contain some Italianate quality, Thir-
teen musicians are named. but no musical work of any famous composer is 
mentioned. In two poems, The Italian in England, and The Ring and the Book,. 
the names of Catholic hymns are used. However they are not in a poem whose 
chief subject is music, nor are they mentioned because Browning deliberately 
wished to write about that art. They for.m a part of the I talian conscious-
. 
ness, are stages in daily life and mark the passage of time, in a highly 
poetiC way and one characteristic of that nation. In The Italian in England 
the Tenebrae indicates the time when the woman assisting the patriot can 
ltf 
communicate with his friends. 
In The Ring and the Book. Part IV. the Magnificat signifies the 
triumph of the old woman in securing from the poor washer-woman the 
babe she later married to Guido; the NUnc dimlttis suggests her joy 
after the wedding has actually taken place. In Part YI. the Ave and the 
~gelus denote time; but the latter carries with it a suggestion of 
atmosphere also. In Part XII, the Pater, Ave, and Salve Regni Coeli are 
named by Guido in his last speech in a request for prayers for his soul. 
-
3. USE FOR COMPARATIVE PURPOSES -- Five different poems contain a mention 
. ~ 
of Italian musicians for purposes of comparison (or contrast). The Eng-
lisbman in Italy contraat,s the fiddlers, fifers and drummers at the 
Feast ef the Rosary's Virgin to Bellini. Bishop Blgugram's Apology 
portrays the politte churchman's admission that wise men look beneath his 
pretense o~ a belief in the winking Virgin and class him either as a 
knave or a fool. This the Bishop likens to Verdi at the close of his 
worst opera. Though the populace applguded. he looked ~eyond them, for 
the judgment of the master, Rossini. ' In youth and Art, the struggling 
girl with operatic aspirations who missea a possibility of happiness in her 
quest for fame, compares 'herself with Grisi. SUrpassing that prima donna 
donna constitutes the height of her dream of happiness. Red Cotton Night-
Cap, Country , with its fantastic symbolism, mentions the many vari.:t~esof 
thst"'"s night caps and compares them to the various kinds of violins then 
on exhibition at Kensington. In this connection Guarneriu8 and straduarius 
are mentioned as makers of violinS,and Corelli and Paganini as per formers. 
With Charles ~vison, the only poem that has a comparative estimate o~ 
musicians appreciated in i.ondon, names Buqnoncini and Geminiani as 
worthy of comparison with Dvorak, Listz, and Handel. I t is worthy of 
note that R.ossini, Ballini, and Verdi, of the modern school among the 
Italians, are not named in any such connection. 
4. USE AS PRINCIPAL SUBJECT ~TTER -- Abt Vogler, A Toccato of Galuppi's, 
Master Fugues of Saxe-Gotha, and Wi th Charles Avison, all deal with music 
as the principal subject. Cnly in the first two, however, can the musician 
lay claim to being an Italianate one; and of these Abt Vogler is probably 
the finest poem on that subject in the tnglish language. It ctntains a 
perfect idealized expression of the musician's aims; and a thorough knowledge 
of his t echnique. Like A Toccat~ of Galuppi's, it is based on extempor-
isation. Abt Vogler muses on the stately but transitory castle of music 
he has built; while 'toccato~ probably re~ers to an imaginary improvisation 
on the harpsichord - a frequent occurrence o==~Ae=Aa~.iCAO~i in Galuppi's 
time. But where the latter deals with the effect on the listeners, Abt 
Vogler voices the mtl.sicians own reflections C!)n his fleeting "castle". 
Where a tToccato' closes with dust and ashes, the other goes on to the 
tine~fable name' and the belief in the future existence of all that we 
have "hoped,or willed, or dreamed of good". The one encloses hope in the 
grave; the other opens Heaven. In a 'Toceato\ the transitory character of 
human life accords with the masic &alllpp1 is playillg; and many terms, su.ch 
as 'lesser thirds,'t "sixtha ~iminished," tlsuspensions," "solutions, '" tt com'" 
miserating sevenths," express the different phases of the listener's mood. 
5. TECENlCAL TERMS -- lio att,empt is made within the limits of this paper 
to explain technical musical terms; for with the exception of toccato, 
meaning a light touch piece, an overture, the~ are non-Italianate. Also 
extensive explanations of them have already been made 1m various articles 
among the Browning Society papers. 
6. LACK OF ITALIAN MUSICAL REFERENCES -- The number of references to 
Italian musicians i s comparatively small, even though the treatment of 
music in a few poems is unsurpassed. Especially whe~ oue considers that 
the great modern group of Italian opera eomposers were so near Browning 
in both time and place, their mention seems insignificant. Verdi, the 
best known of them appears in BroJllIling's poems only once, and then with 
a mention of his worst opera. That the Browning's heard at least one of 
his compositions, we learn from a letter of 1853, by Mrs. Browning. She 
speaks of their having heard 11 Trovatore, at the Pergola in Flvrence, and 
concludes with the peeu.liarly Sttggestive remark, MVery passionate and 
dramatic surely." 
There are probably several reasons for this neglect of Italian opera 
composers. No poet, least of all Browning, is prone to bestow unmitigated 
praise upon his contemporaries. He, in particular, loved to choose an 
obscure Galuppi or an Andrea del Sarto, instead of a Michael Angelo or a 
Raphael, as a personality about whom to weave a poem. :But a more potent 
reason lies in the differing views of the Italian school and the musicians 
of Northern Europe. 1fmsi~ian who had been trained in the Serman music 
of London concerts and operas could hardly be expected to welcome the 
operas of Verdi and Rossini with anything approaching ecstatic aamiration. 
At fihe mo st he might venture a half-concialiatory remark, such as Mrs. 
Browning's on 11 Trovatore. 
7. CONFORMITY TO THE FACTS -- Nearly all of the lIIllsieal references are 
true to the facts, at least with allowance for poetic license in ideal-
ization. However the Verdi reference in Bishop Blou"gram's A;poloQ is Dot 
SO easily explained. The statement concerns Verdi' s worst opera, and 
mentions it as being given in Florence with Rossini present. As a matter 
of f'act, nUn Giorno di Regno," conceded to be his worst, and the only one 
that was an absolute failure, was given at Milan, not Florence, and was 
probably never repeated. ttMacbeth," is the only one that was given first 
at Florence, and it met with a moderate degr of success. 
a. SOORCE OF BROWNING' S ImOWLBLGE -- Browning's life in Italy probably 
had very little influence on his USe of music in his poems, since the 
facts he uses are such as he might very easily have known wi thout sa.c~ a 
source of knowledge. This is especially evident when one considers the 
fact that six of the th1rt~ musicians he names performed in London, and 
three of them, Grisi It Bellini, and Paginini, in Browning' B own time. It 
is even prebable that- he att.ended the concerts. Rossini was living in 
Florence from 1847 to 1855 - the same time the Brownings were there. But 
while letter after letter to friends at home refers to story, Powers, or 
Leighton, there i& absolute silence concerning Rossini • 
............................ *.*. 
III. POETRY 
A. hraeelsa.s 
a. Aprile - an i.maginary poet. 
B. SordellCl 
a. Sordello{13th. century} - the most famous 'of the Mantuan 
tr()ubadours. 
b. Nina 
I contemporaries of Sordello 
c. Alc8lno 
d. Plara - Imaginary poet 
e. :2ocafoli - tt 
f. Eglamor - It 
c. 'OR at a Villa 
a. Dante €1265-13211 - the grea.test. ·Italian poet, author oft the 
Di vine Comedy t advocate of the vulgar tongue, lover ot Beatrice. 
b. Petrareh(1304-l374} ~ poet and scholar, the author of Latin 
treatises, and the sonnet sequences to Laura. 
c. Boccaccio(13l3-l375} - the author of some poetry, bat his cbiet 
fame rests on his prose novella. 
D. Cld Pictqres in Florence 
a. Dante 
E. !imets Revenges 
a. Dante 
F. Eme Word More 
a. Dante 
G. Apparent Failure 
a. Petraroh 
R. The R:t.ng and the Book 
• 
a. Dante 
b. Marino (1569-1625) - a poet of disr~table llfe. leader of 
the Seeentistmo period. whose aim was to excite wonder by 
novelties, and to cloak PQverty of subjeet under for.m. 
c.Sacehett1 (1335-l400} - a poet and novelist, whc left many 
unpublished sonnetti, canzoni, ballate, andmadrigale, and 
whose novelle throw valuable light on the mamlers at nt* age, 
d. TasaatI544-1595) - the auth6r of the best Italian epic, 
ttJertlsalem Delivered," and a man of serious, religioa.s 
,/ 
purpose, deep melanehely, and aspiraticIl. for ideal prefeet1cn, 
e. Pietro Aretl~{14~2-l5561 - the author cf satirical sonnets, 
burlesques, comedies, a man of iamoral life. 
f. Petrarch 
g. Tommaaeo (1803-1674) - a modern Italian poet, author of the 
inscription to Mrs. Brownhlg, plaeed by the city of Florence 
on the walla of Casa Guidi. ' 
I. The Inn Albmn 
_. I~ferno - a part of Dante's Divine Comedy. 
2. TABULATION - In nine poems ' a~ together, mention is made 04 an Italian 
poet. Four imaginary wrt:ters a:m.d eleven who are prominent in the history 
of Italian 'verse compose the list. Of these, Dante is given the most 
prominent place, for his name occurs in six poems out of the nine. 
3. TI;14E IN BROWNING'S CAREER -- Wi thin the first eight years of Browning t s 
career, he published rour lODg poems. Three of these deal in some way 
with the l1fe or a poet. After th~ first period, there is no extended 
discussion of this sort, unless it be One Word 1~ore, which is rather a 
study in comparative arts and their relation to love. Of these four 
early poems, fau11ne, 1833, Paracelsus, 1835, Strafford, 1837, and 
Sordello, 1840, the third is the only exception. Pauline is an auto-
biographical sketch of a poet's early doubts and aspirations, while . 
Paracelsus and Sordello deal with Italian writers of verse. Since these 
are all in the same period, the early one·, it 1s clear that Browning 
must have been for.mulating his ideas of a poet. But he has chosen to 
express these conclusions by giving the negative Side, not the positive. 
For Aprile, Sordello, Eglamor, Plara, Bocafoli, and in a lesser degree, 
Nina and Alcamo, are all failures. not all of them absolute and hopeless, 
for Sordello dies with a moral victory won, Aprile is suceeastul only in 
part, Nina and Alcamo have stre~th and grace - ou·t; s till they have 
not attained. 
4. SORDELLO - In Sordello, the character "r that name has a shadowy 
existence in history as the most famous of the ' Italian troubadors. He 
seems to have been confused with another Sordello who was a politician 
and a man of action; but such scant facts as ean be gathered speak only 
of scandals and tavern brawls. Consequen.tly Browning's portra1 t of' him 
1s an idealization; and he probably chose Sordello instead of some better 
known poet in order that the facts might not interfere with the frame-
work of fancy he wished to weave about him. The thirty books he read in 
the history of the period were not to add to his knowledge about the 
troubadour, but since even the idealized Sordello had to be represented. 
as having lived, to give the correct background for his life and actions. 
Browning shows that Sordello failed because - el) he loved the 
applause he received rather than the poetry itself, (2) the aspirations 
of the poet and of the man were at war within him, {3} he lacked feeling 
for humanity, (4) he was not decisive enough to succeed when he attempted 
action. The moral victory at the close is for dramatic purposes, but the 
theme is still the same - the failure of a poet. 
5. OTHER TYPES OF POETS - &glamor, a purely imaginary poet in Sordello, 
has made verse his only ambition. Lacking all perception of his life 
as a man, when ~s conquered in verse-making, he dies. Plara stands 
for the poet without depth or genius, unable to write anything of thought 
value,polishing his poems until they become merely pretty w0rds, lacking 
utterly in interpretation of lmma:n life~ BE)cafoll, with his "stark-naked" 
psalms," represents the sensa.alist. Nina and Alcamo, the contemporaries 
of Bordello, stand respectively for strength and grace; and Browni~ 
tepresents the low voice as saying .~ them t, Sordello:. -
"Ninats strength, but, Alcamo·s the grace: 
Each neatrali ses each then: Search your ff 11; 
You get no whole and perfect Joe~ - still 
New Ninas, Alcal'I1Os, till timet s midnight 
Shrouds all - or ' better say, the slmt,ting light 
Of a f'orgo tten yesterday." 
All these portraits, with that of Aprile, the foil for Paracelsus, 
who typifies love, as the iatter represents knowledge, suggests the 
conclusion - "You get no whole and perfect poet.'" This, then~ must have 
2l.. 
been Browning's own conclusion. But naturally enough he does not picture 
~or us a poet who represents what he himself has concluded to strive ~or. 
By what his failures do not represent t however, a conclusion concerning 
his ideals at this time can be formed, The most significant fact is 
that none of his group of failures represents an intelligent, unsel~ish 
interest in humanity. 
6. DANTE -- Of the great Italian men of letters, Dante is the only one 
mentioned in Sordello. With the exception of Memorabilia, and the Shelley 
references in Pauline, Browning pays him the most perfect tribute he ever 
gave any writer, in the last two lines of the following quotation; 
nDante, pacer of the shore, 
Where glut tea hell di&gorgeth filthiest gloom, 
Unbitten by its whirling sulphur-spume, 
Or whence the grieved and obsenre waters slope,. 
Into a darkness quieted by hope; 
Plucker of amaranths grown beneath God's eye 
In gracious twilights where his chosen lie. n 
Keeping in mind the fact that Dante's "Divine Comedy" refers to Sordell" 
and that his "De Vulgari Eloquiott praises him because he had first attempted 
to establish an Italian vernacular, Browning, in the above passage re~ers 
to Sordello as the forerunner 01 Dante. Again, in the same poem, Dante 
is mentioned as having called the Palma o~ Browning's poem CUnizza. and 
as havi:cg taken advantage of Sordello's lost chance to establish a 
vernacular. 
In mQst of the other poems, the references to Dante are merely 
incidental. . Up at a Villa names the. great triumvirate , Dante, Petrarch, 
and Boccaccio as standing in the popular mind for all that is great in 
Italian letters,. 2ime's Revenges refers to Dante as being a poor, star-
ving poet's idea of the highest possible fame. Apparent Fatlure uses 
Petrarch as an illustration of a man who has made his birth-place famous. 
7. MANNER OF OTHER REFERENCES - In ~e Ring and the Book, Dante, Marino, 
Sacchett1" Tasso, Aretino, and Petrareh, are used by way of makilllg 
comparisons; and each reference of this sort is pe~liarly true to the 
facts about the poets life or his writings. For instance, Guido, cruel, 
vulgar, and wi th no fineness of feeling, refers to some of the !nOst 
sordid stories of :Soccacc'io, the realist; and the forged letters from 
Pompilia to FranceschIni are compared to the writings of the blaek-maller 
and profligate, Pietro Aretino. 
8. ucr OF lIl9TOR!CAL ACCUiACY CONCERNING DAN~E - The only other .refer-
ence important enO"llgh for di8cmssion here is the one to Dante InOne 
Word 1801"e. In this po,em, Browning's most beautiful tribute to his wite, 
he repre'ellts each artist a8 wishillg to do some work for no other purpose 
than to honor his Dargerita or his·Beatrice. Dante,he says, once prepared 
to paint all. a:ngel. This statement is based on a passage from the HV1ta 
Naova." Brownitlg, ai ther intentionally or uuintentionally, 'but 'Probably 
the for.mer, to make it accord with bis poetiC conception, departs ~ram 
the ,facts 1n two important part1cmlars. {lY Dante plainly. states that 
1).1's attempt at the drawing grew out, of his meditations on the anniversary 
of the death of Beatrice, ana '(2} the people who broke in upon him were 
those of his ewn town, and. he apologized to them for his lack of salutation 
at first by saying, ttAnother was with me. lt Browning assnmes - (l) that 
Dante drew tbe pictu~e to please Beatrice, and (2} that the people who 
interrupted were his own. thoughts about the characters of his Inferno. 
9. Ef.IBHI AND SreECE (IF BRGiVNTNO'S J.ITEr'illty KNOWLEOOE - Browning displays 
no extraordinary knowledge 0'- Italian 11 terature. It may be above the 
average, but it is no more than the student might very readily acquire 
wi thout taking a trip to Italy or residing there. Rowever,the ordinary 
student, even if he were a poet, would not ordinarily put so much of the 
knowledge into his writings as Browning has done. The stimulus, then, of 
Italy, probably led to the embodiment in his poems of such knowle~e as 
he already possessed; for he seems to have made no particular study of 
Italian literature after going to that country. Scattering references to 
the reading of Italian books are found in the ~rovming letters, but they 
are few compared to those concerning sculpture and painting. Except the 
one reference to Dante, noted above, all the statements are cor.eect in both 
fact and spirit. 
10. IMAGINARY VERSUS REAL POETS -- The amount of space givem to imaginary 
poets over that devoted to those of history is surprising. The second-
rate Italian poet with his racial and national characteristics is used to 
typify Browning's idea of failure. Very little apace is given to formal 
praise of mtalian poets or poetry. The only contemporary whom Browning 
names is Tommaseo; and he is referred to only as the author of the 
inscription to the memory of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
******************************** 
IV. ARCHITECTURE 
1. OUTLINE OF REFERENCES TO ARCHITECTURE 
A. Sordello 
a. Goito ~ an imaginary 13th. century castle, influencing 'Ie 
life of Sordello by its beauty and solitude. 
b. st. Mark's - a great landmark of Italian architecture, built 
from the 9th. to the 15th. centuries, and the most splendid 
piece of polychromatic architecture in Europe. 
c. Piombi - t~rture .cel18 under t he Ducal palace at Venice. 
d. San Pietro(Martire) - a Veronese Gothic church of 1350. 
e. st. Francis - a Lombard Gothic chnrch at Bassano. 
f. Castle Angelo - a huge Roman fortress constructed in the 
time of Hadrian. 
g. San Miniato - a Florentine chnrch built in Central Romanesque 
style. 
h. st. Enfemia - a 13th. century Veronese church, now modernized 
internally. 
B. Pippa Passes 
a. St. Mark's- Venice 
b. Po saagno Church - designed by Canova in 1819 as a place for 
statues of religious subjects. 
c. Fenice(or Phoenix} - the best modern theatre of Venice, built 
in 1836. 
d. Academy of Fine Arts- a Renaissance building in Venice. 
e. Duomo of Asola 
f. pippa' 8 Tower 
g. Castle of Kate(at Asola) - the banqueting hall of which is 
now a theatre. 
h. Turret - at Asola 
1. Palace - If 
j. Mill(now a lace school) - at Asola 
C. A*'r6ccato of Galuppi's 
a. St. Mark's 
•• Old P'i ctures in Florence 
a. Campanile - the bell tower of the Florentine duoma, built by 
GiottCl in 1332, an architectural triumph in beauty and grandeur. 
b. San Spirito - a 14th. century Florentine church. 
c. Vgnissanti - a Florentine church. 
d. Duomo- the Fiorentine cathredal, famous for its dome of 1420, 
its beautiful sculptural exterior and its cold brown interior. 
E. By the ,Fire-Side 
a. Chapel near 13agna di Lucca 
F. The Guardian Angel 
a. Chapel at Fano 
G. The Boy and the Angel 
a. st. Peter's - in process of construction during the 16th. 
and 17th. centuries- a 1ra.ildlng on which the former import-
ance of the church is written large. It is built on the 
Greek cross plan and. surmounted by the dome of Michael 
ingelo, the' most nobly beautiful of architectural creations. 
H. The Italian in England 
a. Da.olS at Padua- a 16th. century building of admirable 
proportions. 
I. In a Gondola 
a. Pucci Palace - a Venetian palace. 
J. The statue and the Bust 
a. Palace Ant'nori - an example of' Renaissance secular areh-
itecture, c. 1481 in Florence 
b. 7a1ace Ricardi - a Florentine building, the earliest and 
f1nest example of secular Renaissance architecture. 
K. Luria 
a. Florentine Duoma 
L. Christmas-Eve and Easter-Day 
a. st. Peter's - Rome 
M. Fra Lippo Lippi 
a. earmine - a 15th. century church and convent in 1l'1orence, 
contain1ng frescoes by ~asaccio and Fi11ppino Lippi. 
b. Palace of' the Medici - Florence 
e. st. I.aurence(or San J.orenze} - a lflorentine Renaissance 
~urck, rebuilt c. 1425. 
d. St. Ambrose - a F10rentine church, the reputed scene of' a 
transubstantiation miracle in 14'76 
N. Andrea del Sarto 
a. Chapel and convent wall in . Florence 
o. The Blshe>p arders his 10mb 
a~ st. Praxedts(San Prassede) - a church in Rome, founaed on 
the for.me~ site of a refuge for persecuted Christians. It 
is notable for the beatlty of its stone worka and lIlOsalcs, 
one of its rich chapels being called Drto del Paradiso. 
The building is old . btlt was restored in the 15th. century. 
b. II Sew - an ornate sixteenth century church in Rome, 
representing the retrograde lOOvement in architecture. 
P. :Bishop B.lousram t B Apology 
'1.a. Vatican - the papal palace at Rome, most of which as 1 t ! 
M) 
exists now was built eu1ier than the 15th. century. r-
Q. ():ne Word More 
a, San !I!iniate - Florence 
R. pt Vogler 
a. st. Pe~erts - Rome 
s. The RillS and the Book 
tIl. Ring and the BQok 
a. Palace Ricard! - Florence 
b. san LorenzQ Church - Florence 
• 
c. Felice Cbnrch - a little grey-walled Florentine church 
mostly in a very ancient Romanesque style, which could 
be seen from the windows of Casa Guidi. 
d. Palace Fia:no- an example of secular architecture in 
Rome, built c. 1300 
e. Palace Rnspoli - built by the Rueellai family in 1586 
with one of the finest white marble stair eases in Rom •• 
f. Castl. Angelo - Rome 
t Ii). Half-Rome 
a. san LlIlreJlZO - Rome 
b. Palace Ruspoli - Rome 
(III). The Other Half-Bome 
a. Sa.int Anna - a monastery in Rome 
b. ' S~n LorenzQ - Rome 
t IV}. Tertium Quid 
a. San Lorenzo - Rome 
b. Vatican - Rome 
(V). Count Guido Franceschini 
a. Tordiuona - Rome 
b. New Pri sons - Rome 
c. Church Lorenzo - Rome 
(VI). Guiseppe Ca~onsacchi 
a. Pieve(Sta. Mar!a della Pieve} - a great church in Arezzo 
built in the capricious extravagant style of the 13th. 
century. 
b. Lorenzo - Rome 
c. !nome 
(VLI). pompilia 
a. Lorenzo - Rome 
b. San Giovanni - TUscan church b1:lilt in Rome at the expense 
of the Fiorentines. 
c. Pieve - Arezzo 
(VIII). Dominus HyaCinthus de Arcbangelis 
a. Ststine - a chapel of the Vatican at Rome, the most extreme 
example of figure painting in interior deeorations, 
but justified by the excellence of the work. The ceiling 
is Michael Angelo's, and on the altar wall is his La~t 
Judgment • . 
(IX). Juris Doctor Johannes- Baptista Bottinius 
a. none 
(X,). The Pope 
a. Vatican - Rome 
b. Pieve - Arezzo 
c. Moaastery of the Convertites - Rome, founded in 1584. 
for the spiritual care of the sick. 
(XI). Guido 
a. Certosa - a beautifully . si tnated, very richly bull t 
.monastery at the Carthusians, in Val. Erne ~ four miles 
from Florence, built in the 14th. century Gothic style. 
b. Vallambrosa Conveut- siauated near Florence, fomided e. 
1650 by a repentant profligate of high rank. 
c. Palace in Via Larga - secular Florentine architecture. 
d. San Lorenzo - Rome 
e. Vatican - Rome 
(XII). The B60k and the Ring 
a. New Prisons - Rome 
b. San Lorenzo - Rome 
c. Monastery of the Convertites - Rome 
Mary Magdalen 0' the Convertites- Rome 
2. 
T. Flflne at the Fair 
a. st. Mark's - Venice 
U. Pacchiarotto 
a. San Bernardino - a Renaissance church at Siena, with an 
oratory containing work of BeccafUmi, Pacchia, Pacehiar~tto. 
b. Duoma of Siena - an unfinished cathe4ral, the most purely 
Gothic of those in Italy, unrivalled in solemnity and 
splendor. 
v. Filippo Baldinucci 
a. Sam Frediano - a modern Florentine church. 
w. Pietro of Abano 
a. Lateran - for.merly the Papal residence, though the present 
structure, of 1566 was never used for that purpose and i s 
now a museum of classical sculpture and early Christian 
remains. 
x. Wi th Franei s Fur~ni 
a. Saint Sano(or Ansano) - a Florentine parish church 
Y. Ponte dell' Angelo 
a. ~ouse along the bridge, unimportant architecturally but 
connected with an old legend which is the subject of the 
poem. 
~1I~al~ J' -- Two architects are mentioned, as such, in Old Pictures 
in Florence. They are Taddeo Gaddi and tiotto, the dates of the latter 
being 12671 - 1337, and of the former~ c.1300 - 1366. ~~enty-five poems, 
a little more than one-ninth of the entire number~ t wo hundred t wenty-two} 
contain the name or names of some Italian architectural structure. I n 
these, about fifty-five Italian buildings are named. Of this number 
almost exa.ctly one-third are in Florence, and one or two less than 
an0ther third are in Rome. Venice and Asola contain mention of five 
. 
and seven respectively; but all the remaining ones gave to content 
themselves with a reference to one, two, or three buildings. The 
entire number, fifty-five, is divided. between thirteen different. towns. 
3. REASONS FOR .AMOUNT AT FLORENCE AND ROME -- There ate two reasons 
why the number of buildings named at Rome an.d Florenceis just what 
would be expected - (l}the for.mer has been the historical and political 
center of Italy ever since the beginning, and the latter is the art 
center of the world; (2)Browning spent a considerable amount of time at 
Rome, both in 1844, durimg his second trip to Italy, and in his visits 
of 1853 and 1854; while Florence was his home fOB fifteen years. 
. The large number of beautiful clmrches in Italy also has an important 
infl-&ence on the kind of buildings BrGwntng namea. Ecclesiastical build-
ings fonn something more thaahalf of the entire list; while the remain-
ing ones are about equally divided between those for state use and private 
buildings of a secular character. st. Mark's, st. Peter's, the Vatican, 
and the Florentint Dnomo, all buildings of world interest, lead in the 
number of poems in which they receive mention. 
•• SOURCE OF BRC»INING' S ENOWLEroE -- Browning had seen almost if not 
every one of the Italian buildings he names in his poems. Be assured, 
therefore, that he knew whereef he wrote. Sordello, pu.blished in 1840, 
is concerned with buildings at lemice, Bassano, Verona, Sftti Rome, and 
,lorence, but the references to the last two are merely incidental. The 
other cities he had visited in 1838, along with his"delicicus Asola~ 
which became the seene of Pippa Passes in 1841. Possagno, with its 
art of Canova, had also been visited in 1838. (See letter to Miss 
Hawo irth , expreSSing his disappointment in Canova.); J.. Tcc~*o of 
Galuppi t , S , 1855. refers to st. Mark's in Venice, mentioned above. 
!he distinct .et\ing of Old Pictures in Florence was given to the world 
after Brown.ing had Ii ved in that 01 ty nine years. By the Pi re-$lde. 
referring to the chapel in the gorge, was written either during the 
visi t to Bagna di Lucca in 1853, or very Bbert~ after it. It was 
published in 1855. 
It is the same with The Boy and the Angel (Rome), 1842; The Italian 
in EmglandtPa~}, 1845; In a G0ndola(Veniee), 1842; !he Statue and the 
Bust (Florence} t , 1855; Luria 'Flore~eel , 1846; ehristma.s~Eve and Ea:ster-
DaylRome}. 1850; Jra Lippo Lippi {Florencel,1855; !be Bishop Orders his 
, " 1 _. , 
Tomb (Rome) , 1845; Bishop Blougram's Apology (Romel, l855;O]u~ Word ~ore 
(Florence). 1855; Abt Vosler (Rome) t 1864; PaechiarGtio (Si9ll8.j ,1676~ 
; 
Padua sad Ve_ice were Tisited in 1838, RQme iu 1844, Florence in 1846, 
if not soemer, and Siena in 1850. 
The only exception to the statement that Browning visited all the 
places he descr;ibed is Arezzo. The Pleve, at this place, he deseribes 
wi th many details in ' The Rillg and the BOOk. No certain statement is to ' 
be fo~d of a visit to Arezzo. !hey had planned to visit this city on 
their way to Rome, in September 1647; but this trip seems to have been 
given up. :BlJt later trips to Rome were made; and. while Arezzo is not 
named ill any or the aceoUllta, it is possible that it was an unmentioned 
stopping-place. 
5. PROCEDORE I N THE RING ANl> THE BOOK - The Ri!g and the Book is an 
interesting examp~e of Browning's procedure in the case of an architectural 
work he wished to employ. Florence an Rome are the cities chiefly 
concerned with 8he action of the poem; and by this time (1864-1868) 
Browning had long been familiar with both. However the poem was written . 
in England; and in a letter to Frederic Leighton, October 17, 1864, 
Browning asked him to go int€) the church of st. Lorenzo, at Rome, where 
LeIghton was then, look at 1 t caretully, and describe it to him. He 
asked particularly about the arrangement of the building, Eave, pillars, 
the number of altars, and the nCrueifixiQn" by-Guido, over the altar, 
and added that he did not car~ for the outside. This church Browning 
used more thaIi any other in The B.11l8 arid the Jook, making it the scene of 
the baptism and marriage of Pompll1a, as well as the place to which their 
dead bodies(those @f PempI1ia and her foster parents} were taken. Mr. 
Ke~n tt. hi. reTisio. of the life of Browning! ~s that the poet was 
always accustomed to visaallze a seene complete~y and to keep it before 
him a. he wrote. '!his (statement applies in the . ease ef Th~ Ring and the 
Eook. Thmlgh he had seen the chDrch of San L€lreuzQ, which he wished to 
describe, he wrote to inquire about some details that were net entIrely 
clear. 
6. MANNER OF BJlPLOYING ARCHITECTURE -- When the a.mount of arcbi teeture 
that Browning uses i8 first c6nsldered, ' it. seems .elllormotls17 la.rge. Bnt 
.nch an ~dffle4 eenelusicn weald resnlt ·only from a failure to take 
ilato co •• lderatiol:l. the mu.ner in whieh he ua~s it. Abwt ten of the 
buildings he l1iunea are of llO importance whatever from an arehi tectural 
standpoint, nor are they of any importance historically, including those 
at Asola and a few others. The most of the remainigg ones are discussed 
either in histories of architecture or in guide books. But with very 
few exceptions, Browning does not employ them for the sake of architecture. 
He had a story to . tell, and for that story a location was necessar,y. 
ortell he used such buildings as had been mentioned in the original events 
on which he based his poem. There are, to be sure, numerous other instances 
in which the particular church or castle he names suits the tc:me of' the 
story just a · trifle better than any other building he could have found. 
But his primary object was not the beauty of architecture. Painters and 
musicians become the chief concern of his most beautiful poems; but never 
archi tects. Sordello is an example of an extended description harmonizing 
with the character whose boy-hood home it was; but the character is entirely 
imaginary as well as the castle. 
7. C~ARISON WITH OTHER AUTHORS -- Wordsworth has several poems - Old 
Abbeys, Inside or King's College Chapel, In the cathedral at ColOgne, and 
others that, in the space of a short poem, deal with architecture in an 
appreciative way. Byron's Elegy on Newstead Abbey is anGther similar 
example. But Browning, whose works, by the way, contain no sonnets, did 
not deal with any such effusions of subjective emotion over inanimate 
objects. His only description of architecture as something appealing to 
the emotions and imagination of man is found in Christmas-Eve and Easter-
Day. In it the poet represents himself as searching for religious truth 
and being taken to visit st. Peter's at Rome. Then follows the wonderfully 
comprehensive description: 
"And what is this that rises propped, 
With pillars of prodigious girth? 
Is it really on the earth, 
This miraculous Dome of 'God? 
Has the angel's measuring-rod 
Which numbers cubits, gem from gem, 
'Twixt the gates of the New Jerusalem, 
Meted it out - and what he meted, 
Have the sons of men completed ? 
- Binding ever as he bade, 
Columns in the colonnade 
With arms wide open to embrace 
The entry of the human race. n 
But even in this instance, Browning, before his description is finished, 
cannot content himself with mere abstract statements of beauty. He turns 
to the builders and to its purpose - for humanity. Consequently, even 
wi'th his numerous mention of works of architecture, Brownillg bas far less 
treatment of its artist,ic side than such a writer as Wordsworth, or many 
another who has scarcely gone outside his nativ4 land for material. 
* •• ***********.****.********.*.*.* 
V. PAINTING 
1. OUTLINE OF REFERENCES TO PAINTING --
A. Pauline 
a. Polidore da Caravaggio(c.1492-1543) - a celebrated painter of 
friezes in the Va.tican. and (1) Andromeda, a painting by him. 
B. Sordel10 
a. Guide ofSiena(c.1250) - the disputed artist of a "Virgin and 
Chi Id, tt wi th a date that may be either 1221, () r 1281, and if 
the for.mer, some of Cimabue's claims are disturbed by bis 
precedence. 
b. Guide Reni{1575-1642 } - a prime master in the ~o~ognese 
school, faithful to its eclectic principles,. workin~ with 
considerable artistic feeling but still a certain cere of 
the commonplace. 
c. Andromeda of Caravaggio 
C •. Pippa Passes 
a. Annibale Caracei(bur1eaque for.m - Hannibal Scratchy) - (1560-
1609) - with his brother and his uncle, feunded the Bolognese 
school, which was eclectic, combining all good points of the 
great masters .. 
b. Corregio(1494-l534) - the head of the Lombard school, at 
Parma, a painter of graceful naturalness and sweetness, and . 
a great technical power in chirarolcuro. 
Venetian painter whe lacked inventivemess but was the greatest 
of the painters of col()r, and (1) his hnunoiation, 1519, in 
the eatheiial at 'frevi s(). 
D. Old Pictures in Florence 
a. Michael Angelot 1475-1564) - a F1cre:ntine master in painting 
and in sculpture and architecture as well. No other single 
personality ever so dominated art as he, with his Italian 
ttterribilita ft eti- or ' stoimly energy of conception and great 
dramatic power. 
b. Rafael(1483-1520) - ,a combined master of (1) draught snanship , 
(2) coloring, (3) graceful composition, was popular and 
unexcelled in versatility. 
c. Leonardo da Vinci(1452-l5l9) - the first of the great masters 
of the high Renaissance, and the earliest to completely 
master anato~ and technique. 
d. Cavaliere Dello(1404-l464) -an unimportant Florentine painter 
of frescoes. 
e. Stefano (c.1324?-1357?T - called the 'ape of nature' because 
he came the closest to nature in an age that was far from it. 
f. Cimabue(1240-c.1302). - the first painter of importance in the 
revival of the art, the one who for.med its first prinCiples, 
though he owed something to the Pisan sculptors. 
g. Ghirlandaje{1449-l494) - good in his general attainment, but 
lacking in originality, though remembered for one famous 
pupil, Michaelangelo. 
h. Sandro{Botticelll) (1444-l5l0) - a Florentine painter, imbued 
with a strain of fanta~, rnwsticism, and allegory. 
i. Lippino(1460-l505) - the son of Fra Lippo Lippi, a painter 
of considerable skill, the first to introduce detail in 
antique costumes. 
~. 
j. Fra Angelico(1387-l455) - a holy, self-denying painter of 
faces that sometimes showed a 'sexless religiosity.' 
k. Lorenzo Monaco(1370-l425) - a Florentine monk and painter 
of much religious sent i ment . 
1. Pollajolo { l429- l498} - an important painter whose works show 
brutality, but who was a close student of muscalar anatomw. 
m. Baldovinetti(1427~1499} - a Florentine; one of a group of 
scientific realists and naturalists. 
n. Margheritone(c.1236-l289) - an early _ 
mrk shews the stiffness and crude color of the Byzantine 
school. 
o. carlo Dolci(16l6-l686 ) - &l!l mrlmportant Florentine painter 
of careful workmanship ~d religious sentimentality. 
p. Giottot12~7-1337) - painter and architeet t the real humanizer 
of the former art. 
q. ndrea. Orgagna. ( 1308-1368) - a Florentine paint.er ana artist 
in other lines. 
D. 111 Three lays 
a. General reference to early art. 
E. The Guardian Angel 
a. Guereino(1591-l666) -:- a Bolognese painter. 
F. My Last Duchess 
a. Frs. pa;ado If - an imagi:nary arti st 
G. III a Gondola 
a. Sc~dollete.1570"'1615) - a pertralt painter of the Lombard 
sebQol, and (1) the Eager D\lke, an imaginary w()rk. 
b. Lu-. G1C)rdanot1532-l'705) - called 1uke-wcrk-fast 
because Qf his father'a miserly urging, a painter of 
of auperficiality ad facility, and his tIl Prim Sa.int, 
al1l.imaginary picture. 
c. GlergIone{Castelfrance}t147'7-15l0) - a Venetian painter 
woo did for his seheol what da Vinci bad dC)lle for Flor-
ance twel1l.ty years earlier, and III Magdalen-Imaginary. 
d. Tizian 
(ll"rebed ceunsel-keepiEg Ser" .... 1magl:nary. 
H. Warl!B 
a. Polidcre da CaraY&@8ie 
I. Chris_a-Eve ~d Easte;r-Day 
a. lHchael Allgel(!). Also a general discuss1el'l of painting. 
J. How It StrIkes A C(n~temperary 
a. 'fiti&lt 
K. Pietor Ipctus 
a. Discussion of an imagl.~ry painter with high ideals. 
L. Fr. Lippo Lippi 
a. 1ipplt1405-l469) ~ a realist of good coloring and technique~ 
a painter of 8l1l.joyable pictures showing pQWer of obser-
vation. 
b. Angelico 
c. Mo:naco 
d. Guld.1(liasaeeio}tl402-i429) - the master of Lippo, a Flor-
entIne, and the first to make cQnsiderable advance in 
atmospheric perspeotive and to make the architectural 
background proport1ollate to the human figc.res. 
J4. . Andrea del Sa~o 
a. Andrea(1487-l53l} - a Florentine, the faultless painter, 
with lack of eleva'ti'on or ideality in his works. 
b. Rafael 
c. Vasari(15ll-l57l) - a Florentine artist, student of Michael 
Angelo. imitative and feeble as a painter, but interesting 
as an art historian. 
d. Michael .Angelo 
e. Leonardo da Vinei 
:H. Bi ahop :Blougram'.a Apol()gy 
a. Correggio - and hia Jerome 
b. Guilio ROm$nO(1492-l546} - a rather ornate artist, the 
executor of some work in the Vatic&ll. 
C. Rafael - tll Miehael slayillg the :Dragon 
C>. Clle Word More 
a. Rahel - ~ 1) 51 stille Madonna 
(2) Madozma Faligno 
b. Guido Ren1 
c. Lippo 
d. Andrea 
P. James Lee's Wife 
a. Da Vinci 
(3) Madonna of the Grand Dc.ke 
(4) Mad@nD& 0f the Lilies 
Q. ce 
a. Correggio 
b. General reference to Tuscan's early art in painting. 
R. The Ring and the Book 
(I} The Ring and the Book 
&. Ademollo 
b, Lionard (da Vinci) - (l)Jocomde or Mona Lisa, the 
woman of the :r:nysterious smile, now in the Louvre. 
(II) Half-R()nle 
n. Guido Reni - (I} Crucifixion, in Ohurch Lorenzo 
at Rome 
(III) The other Half-Rome 
a. Carlo Maratti(1625-17l3) -a painter at RQme, an 
im1 tator or Raphael and the Caracci 
(IV) Tertium Quid 
a. Rafael 
b. Correggio - and (I) his Leda 
tV) Count Guido, 
a. Pietro cortona(1596-1669} - mainly a scenic ,and fr~seo 
painter, the estimate of whom has decreased since his 
own time. 
b. Ciro Ferri(1634-1689f - a pupil of Pietro, so imitative 
of hi s master that the work ~f the two can not be 
distinguished. 
(VI) Guiseppe caponsacchi 
• Rar.el and (1). Madonna 
(VII) PcmpI11a 
& . Va sari *- {I} pIcture of Michael slaying the Dragon 
(VIII) Dominus Hyacinthus De Areh8~ells 
a. Cavaliere Marattl 
(IX) JUris Doctor, etc. 
a . Carlo Maratti 
b. Luca Giordano 
c. ohaal Angelo 
d. :Rafael 
e. Pietro da Cortona 
r. eiro Ferri 
(X) The Pope 
a. Vasari - (1) Michael slaying the Dragon 
(XI) Guido 
a. AlbaDe{1578-1660) - a Bolognese who also worked at Rome, 
a painter of minute elaborationand finish, amd one of 
the first to devote themselves to cabinet painting, and 
his (1 ) picture in Vallmnbrosa Convent. 
b. Rafael 
e. Titian 
d. ou Angelico 
e. ichael Angelo 
(XII) The Book and the Ring 
a. Bllonarroti 
s. Prince nOheustiel-Sc!lwangau 
a . Rafael 
b. Salvator Rosa(16l5-l673l - a Neapolitan painter of battle 
oenes atld landscapes, with a tendency toward the pieturesque 
and romantic. 
T. Fifine 
a. Rafael 
b. Buzl (1477-1649) - au Italian Reaissance painter who 
as g,..eatl 1 influenced by Da Vinci, and in turn had great 
influence on the Sleneee school. 
c.lcbael Angelo 
tl . Red Ootton NIght-Cap Country 
a . lchael Angelo 
b . OOrre ,10 and (1) Leda. 
V. Pac hlarotto group 
( I) Pacohiarotto and how he WOrked in :Distemper 
a. PacQhlarotto ~ b.1474 ?} - a Sienese painter, reformer, 
and conspirator 
b. Pacchia(b.1477) - a contemporary Sienese painter 
wlthPacchiarotto, also a reformer and conspirator. 
c. Pangaio(1460-15l6) - one ef the last of the old 
sc:biol, whese works bave rigidity and stiffness. 
d. Bazz1 
e. Beecaftuni(1486-1551) - a. Sienese paillter who weakly 
imitated Angelo and attempted to rival S0doma. 
f.&lotto 
l I I ) FillP120 Baldinucci 
a . BQ,1 - a painter in Baldinucci's history of art. 
b . Tl t l an - and (1) Leda 
o. Baldinucei{16Z4-1696) - a Florentine art historian 
who attempted to prove that all art was derived 
f rom his native city. 
• Or! .tina and ¥9nald.~ech1 
x. 
a . Pr lmaticclo{l504-1570) - an Italian painter of the Bolognese 
school . no dld. the first import&llt stticee and freece work In 
lh-aaace. 
b. 88It1510-1653, - a. I'lcretittne painter who WOl"ked SEnne in 
ROme and Prance. 
~ ~Ollst~neO~ft and Jaaell . 
; m:t le!1~li?4S::1e25' - an EnglIsh painter of exaggerated style 
wh attempted to be I tal1anate, challgi:mg his name for that 
purpose. 
Y. P;rleyi:t:lgs -
fll Wi th Christopher smart 
a. - chael Angelo 
b. :Rafael 
t I I} Wi 'fih Franc! s Ftlrlni 
a. Jnr1n1 ' 1600-164~). - a lflorentine artist and an excellent 
painter of the lIUde, who later beG~e a pariah "prIest 
and wished hi s undraped pictures destroyed. 
b. Michael AllCelo 
c. F11ippo 13ald1ntlcci 
d. Da Vincl 
e. Corregg10 
f. Andromeda of Garavaggl0 
(Ill) rith Charles Avison 
a. " 1obael Angelo 
z. :Bea trioe Signor1nl 
a. Pietro Cortona 
b. Fr clsco Romanell1(b.l6l', - painted at Rome, and was 
not a great artIst but had a eharmimg personality. 
c. Mlohael .Angelo 
d. Guido Reni - teaoher of Artemisia 
e. Artemisia tentelesoh!(1590'; 1642) - a famous woman paInter 
of portrait.s SJild frn1ts. 
r. !1 t1a:tt 
2. B.l!Ul.&.fl - Twenty-nlne poems eontain the names Of Italian 
palnters~ 
and. .fl:tty-one 1n all are mentIoned by name. Several of the gre
a.t a.rtists 
a.re mentioned in lI1B..ny poems" l!lohael Angelo is referred to ill 
ten dIf.ferent 
poems~ :Rat e1 In SeTen tbesides the duplicate mentIon It1.!he Ri
llg and 
J 
the :Book} Crreggl0 a.nd T1 ti8l1 In sIx poems each" and 1)& Vinci in five
 
dit'ferent ones. As the great masters of the High Rellaissance i
n Italy 9 
these are the gteatest masters the world has eTer k::m)wn. Consequ
ently 
theIr repeated mention 1s pert'eetly natural. B1:lt in maki:ng up 
the total 
of .fIfty-one pa.inters, eme finds names Be unimpQrtant that that ref
erences 
to them ·are rare in the ordinary bistory of art. And even with
 the most 
InaIgnlfloant, some telllDg phrase is oftem used to express wit
h admirable 
conci.ion the artiatts entire relation to the hlstory of ' art. The b
est 
exampl e of this 1s found in ald PictQres in Florence, where he whimsically 
calls the roll of the past 'Florentine artista, chiding them becB.tlse none 
of their work ha s come into his possessio.. In this oue poem, seventeen 
men who have been classified as painters, are named. Only ~vo or three 
of t hem receive more than a line or two; but each Is SUlImed up in some 
phra se like the fol1cwing - "Da V!ncis derive in good time from Delles", 
uSt efano -- called Nature's Ape and the world's despair," "the wrollged 
Llpplno, tI or t~ Pollajo10, the twice a cra.ftsman." 
3. ~ 01' BRCUNlJe t S dOWLEICE - l'Q eover the · entire field as he 
dces, from Cimawe, thrwgh the Rellaissance doWn to moden times t ·for 
he om! tS almost nene Of importance in .the entire hi story of painting 
besides inc1udlug many surprises in the ~ of Insignificant ones} 
Brow.uillg had to have a wonder1't:ll amount Of hi$torieal knowledge .,4 his 
subject. !his fam1liarity with the bisterical development of the snbject 
was gained in three ~s - tl} by some study of the S'C.bjeet berere he 
went to Italy, ~2l by reading historIes of Italian paInting before he 
went to that country, t3} by visiting galleries and elmrches In Italy 
and studyiJJg snoh pIctures as he found there. 
4 . DlSTRJ! U'l'I CJJr .1. JUS \1eRKS - !'he fact that :Browning had an hlterest 
in stn~ing Lond n galleries befere he went to Italy, or from his child-
hood, bas alrea.dy been nsted in the 1utroduct0ry remarks. Jnst how great 
his knowledge of rtalian art was when he went to Italy 1s hard to detertnine~ 
But his first poem, Pauline, contains a reference to Andromeda, a p1cture 
by CaraTaggl0, a Renaissance artist. Mrs. err, 1n her life of Brow.ning, 
s~s that the picture was . alwqs before ll1m as a boy, and that he loved 
the story. of the divine deliverer and the innocent victim. In one of his 
early letters to Elizabeth :Barrett. Brown1llgh1lnSelf gi'Ves ime fO.LJ.~wi»g 
hint concernillg his fondness for the Alldremeda - "How some people use their 
pictc.res, for instance, is a IIl\Vst,ery to me. My Polidere's perfect Andromeda 
along with "Boon carousing," where I found her - my own father's doi:cg, or 
I would say more." These statements prove that all ilaterest in ~ Italian 
art, at least, had bee~ & part of his life from a very early age; amd they 
gaggest more - that a person who had so keen an appreciation for a picture 
of an artist so little known as Caravaggio must have, at that time, known 
a great deal more about Italia art than is implied in this one statemellt. 
BrowniDg was in hi. tweD.ty-first yea.r when Pauline, the poem referring to 
Andromeda, was ptlblished; and this was five years before his first visit 
to Italy. £ud at this time, his appreciation ef the picture was so complete 
that he compared the beauti:t)1l, unchanging Andromeda to his own soul, and 
Beemed to feel that her existence was 'as'real as his own. 
5. WtF.aw.n' b' O~ DISTRIBUTION -- While the influence ef painting began 
so early in his poetical career and extended to its close (the last art 
poem being Beatrice Signorini, in the Asolando group, published just a8 
the time of his death, the amount is by no means regular. In Paraeelsus, 
the second poem published, none is found, Sordello(1840), has some minor 
references. Pippa 1'&.sse8(1841) t eentains some mention of painters and 
more of sculptors. pictor 19notus was published ill 1845. All this f"rms 
a comparatively slender thread of references up to 1855. At the latter 
date, he had been living in Italy mne years, had. studied art histories, 
and visi ted pictc.res. Oc.r chronicler, Mrs. Browning again furnishes us 
i~formation (in a letter of 1847, to Horne) that they were reading Vasari. 
This was the next year after they r~d gone to Italy to live. Th0ugh 
BroV'1ll1ng's early trips tin 1838 and 18M} seem to have had small effect 
on his ~ma% employment of painting, the residence there bore fruit. The 
publications of 1855 include Old Pictures in Florence, The Guardian Angel, 
PTa Lippo Lippi, Andrea del Sarto, and One Word More - the finest and best 
known of hi poems devoted enti r ely t o art . 
G. :;r~ TJ C(.,).) .Il ~I.i~~J) WITH OLD PICTURES IN FLORENCE -- Another event 
reoorded by rs. Browning in a letter to Mrs. Jameson (May 4, 1850}throw8 
light on tho fi rst-named poem in the group of 1855. She says that her 
husbaud had picked up at a few pauls each, some "hole and corner pieture"s" 
in & oorn shop a mile from Florence. Mr. Kirktlp, an art conoisseur of 
Florence , "threw out 8U.ch names for them as Cimabue, Ghirlandajo, GiottinoT 
a Crucifixion painted on a banner, Giottesque, if not Glotto, but unique or 
nearly so , on acoount of the linen material - and a little Virgin by a 
Byzantine master. Two 'angel pictures bought last year prove to have been 
sawed off the sides of the Ghirlandajo, so-called. u 
Besides showing, along wi th many othar statements of their life in Italy 
that Browning was greatly interested in art, they sugges; the title and 
the origin of Old Pietures in Florence. What could be more natural in i t s 
developmentt Apoet-artist finds the pictures, is told that they are gen-
uine, and is keenly desirous of believing it. His interest in personality 
turns his mind to the painters, his fancy runs with a loose rein - and 
we have the half-thoughtful humorous treatment of Old Pictures in Florence. 
in which the poet reproaches the spirits of the old masters for falling to 
leave some of their work to one so appreciative as himself. 
7. SCURCES OF eTHER POIiXS -- The Guardian Angel was the result of visits 
to the chapel where Guerci~o's painting is found, while they were at Faao. 
The starting pOint of Andrea, as nearly every reader of the poem knows, was 
a request of Yr. Kenyon for a copy of Andrea's painting of himself and 
wife. 1{.hen Brewning failed to proeure a copy of the pieture, he wrote 
the poem and sent it as a record of what the picture contained. 
Baldlnueci t s history of Italian art was also the source of some of 
Browning's art material, for instance, Beatrice Signorini, and probably 
With Francis Parini. However, his main guide on the subject, in liter-
ature, was Vasari, whose gossipy narratives he follewed almost exactly 
in Fra Lippa Lippi, and partly in Andrea del Sarto, and others. 
8. NtDlBER DEALING WITH PAINTING AS A MAIN SUBJECT -- Nine poems in all 
deal with Italian painters or painting as the primary subject matter. 
They are - DId Pictures in Florence, The GuardiSll.-Angel, Piator Ignotu8, 
PTa Li12Po Li1212i, Andrea del sarto, Oue Word More, A Face, Paeehiarotto, 
FilippO Baldinucci, and Wi th Francis Farin. (If these seven. have the work 
or personality of a single artist as the theme, and the three usually 
considered the finest are dramatic monologues. It is also tree that 
the best of the entire list containing painting to any large degree are 
those publIshed in the collection of 1855. Jtlst why this is trne 1s 
hard to prove but easy to conjecture. The time just previous to their 
publication ~~rks the periOd of greatest art stu~, ana here the secret 
probably lIes. ~ere was a certain power, an appreCiatIon, and a 
fineness af feeling and expression about these first years in the great 
art center of Florence tha~ never returned again. And the best that 
Browning was c=psbleof putting into verse on the subject ef painters 
was written as soon as it came to hi. miad in these first years of 
residence. in Florence. 
g:p. n SES toR CCMPA1USON - Browning's poems also have ma.ny references 
to painting used by way of comparison. Such is the one in Pauline, 
likening himself to Andromeda, the one in Sordello, comparing that 
poet to the same picture, the conjecture in Waring, that he may be 
painting as mch as Polidore Caravaggio, and the use of writing versus 
paintil1g in One Word More. Some ten or twelve comparative uses are found 
in The Ring and the Book, also; but space does not permit their detailed 
mention here. 
](I). FIDELITY TO HISTORY -- .AJt'ew instances of departure from the facts of 
history are found in the poems of this section; but where such is the case 
it usually results from an error in the authorities Browning followed. 
even though they were the best in their day. Some very recent investigators 
state that Browning unduly exaggerated the Gharacter of the wife in 
Andrea del Sarto. However, no less an authority than W. M. Rossetti (in 
the Encyclopaedia Brittanica) says that he was essentially true to the 
facts in representing her. Others insist that he was somewhat unfair 
in the general impression of Andrea; but if so, it is well, from a 
poetic and dramatic standpoint that he did so. In Frs. Lippo Lippi, 
there are several s~ll errors" For example, Guidi (Masaccio) is now 
known to have been the master, not the pupil of Lippi; and ' the picture 
in st. Ambrogio, mad~ipPo known to Cosimo Medici instead of being the 
expiation of a prank after that acquaintance had been made. 
5,.. 
1 •• TFUWES OF ART POEMS -- Of Browning's poems dealing primarily with 
painting, tho majority are too well known to require extended explanation · 
here. Pictor Ignotus, the talented yeuth who refused to exercise his 
gift because of his sensitivenesl to ignorant criticism, Andrea del Sarto 
of the faultless technique, but without deep inspiration and ideality of 
feeling, and Fra Lippo Lippi, the coarse realimn of whose nature mingled 
with a really fine appreciation for God's works - all these are famdliar. 
In Pacchiarotto, one not sowellknoWlJ., he tells the story of the reformer 
and painter who snffered at the .hands of the people opposing his doctrine. 
~ith a decidedly homorous treatment, rolli8ti8g verse and impossible 
rbymes, he carries on the poem and concludes with a fiillg at his critics 
of verse. Filippo Baldinucci retells a rather amusing story of that 
author, with an added conclusion of Browning's 0Wtl. 
With Francis Furini is the best, the most seriQus, and most poetical 
of the latter poems om painting. It contains a somewhat extended defense 
of the nude in art, the substance of which is suggested by the following 
qaotation:-
uNo gift but in the very plenti tnde 
Of its perfection, goes maimed, misconstrued 
By wickedness or weaknesl: still some few 
Have grace to see -thy purpose, strength to mar 
Thy work with no admixture of their own. tt 
------ Show beauty's May, ere Ju:ne 
Undo the bud's blush, leave a rose to cull 
- NQ poppy neither! Yet less perfect-pure 
Divinely-precious with life's dew besprent. 
5~ 
Show saintliness that's simply innocent 
Of' guessing sinnership exists." 
These last few paragraphs suggest only the main st:lbject matter 
of the art poems; but just as in the other sections, the treatmemt 
here can not be taken up in debil. More bas been done seemingly, in 
analyzing the art in a. few poems than in giving a general survey of' 
the whole field;' and what has been done in the latter way can be seell 
by a glanoe t the Browning Society Papers. 
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CON C L U S ION 
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I. BROWNING t S ATTI TUDE TOWARD .ART 
1. LIl?PO'S VI~ AS EXPRESSING HIS OWN -- No summary of Italian art 
can pretend to include a complete view ef the way in which Browning 
looked at art. But the poet has given us many personalities in the 
field of art - :aOlle of them, perhaps, like his own. But the Italian 
artist whose views mest nearly aecerd with his ow. is the monk, Lippo 
Lippi, with his admiration of the beauty in the world,and his plea for 
presenting it as God made it. 
-------- "You've seen the world 
... The ' , auty and the wonder and the power, 
The shapes of things, their colors, lights and 'shades, 
ChBllges, surprises, and God made it al11 n ' 
nBut why not do as well as say ,- ~int these 
Just as they are, ca.reless what comes of it r 
God's works - paint anyone and eeantt it ~Eme 
To let a truth slip.tI 
Lippo's theory, and with it Browning's, is no plea of art for art's 
sake, and no dull level 01 didacticism. It gives us art for life's 
sake, with a reverent optimism toward huma:t!1ity alld its laws. 
2. USE OF SECOND'-RATE ARTISTS -- This theory of art is in accord with 
the one word, personality, that is writteu ~arge in all of Browning's , 
work. While he mentions the great masters of art many times, it is 
noticeable that he never uses one of them as the main subject Qf a 
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poem. There are Andreas, Lippos, and Fttrini~, but no Angelo o~r 
Rafael. He was interested in the subjeet he chose, not because he 
was an artist alone, not because he was great, but because he wished 
his readwrs to study with him, the peculiar viewpoint of the Man. 
Often the characters he chose to treat thus were such as we do not 
approve of wholly; but neither did he. He took them as they were-
God's creatures with their mixture of good and evil - t'paint anyone, 
and count it crime to let a truth slip.rt 
3. Ca,.1PARATIVE AMOUNT OF PERSONALI TY IN THE ARTS -- In treating the 
five divisions of Italian art in Browning - sculpture, music, poetry, 
architecture, and painting, the order has been determined largely by 
amount~ No extended comparison of the different ones in regard to 
quantity, then, is needed here. However, a f&W generalizatiGns eon-
cerning the reason for the variation in treatment, seem not amiss. 
Architecture and sculpture are the arts of concrete bodily form, 
without so much expression of the soul or spirit; while painting, 
musiC, and poetry, attempt to group and fix the spirit that animates 
bodily for.ms. It has already been pOinted out that Browning employed 
sculpture the least of all the arts; and that while he names very 
works of architecture in his poems, it is only in one instance that 
he pays tribute to it and treats it as a art. To generalize, Browningts 
great subject is the human soul. Consequently the small amount of 
consideration given to architecture and sculpture as arts, is their 
lack of personal, distinguishing soul-q~lity. He never has treated an 
architect, as such, in any extended way. There was no personality in 
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a building for him to portray in a dramatic situation. 
His view of saulpture versus paintiilg is expressed. in Old Pictures 
in Florence. Even when the eeulpture was the perfect product of Greece 
he preferred the pewer ef growth and development possessed by Italian 
painting in its crude begimaililgs. 
Another reason for thepredomina.nce of painting over seulpture, as 
Browning has treated it, cellsists in the fact that Italy, where se many 
years of his life were spot is the natural lIlE)ther of painting. The 
scenes where its former art masters once lived, their works, their 
entire enviromnent were a.ll about him. Had he lived in so eomplete an 
atmosphere of sculpture, . eveli, it would probably have beeome a mueh 
more prominent feature of his writimg. For as. it is, he not enly mentions 
ve-ry little Italian sculpture, but he does not even refer to the Greek 
artists and their wor~ except ill a very general way. 
The eause for the large amount of treatmellt of 11ialiu poets in 
BrOW».1ng' a early wri tinga has already beelt touched 'tlpOl'il. Wham .be was f e 
feeling his way as a writer and blazing the trails he was to follow as 
a poet, he had a desire to express his ideas of that art. But with his 
ideas and forms once established, the art became self-expressive. He 
no longer needed to m:i te about a poet; for the poet himself was writing • . 
The common ground of all the arts is expression of some emetion per-
taining to olle' S 0'Wll personality; but few people have as great an lmteres t 
ill expressiDg themselves ill all the arts as did Robert Browning. Arch-
i teotuf'e and sculpture he appreCiated least; therofo~ he expressed least 
eonaerniJag the spirit and feeling of them· .. . 4' Music waS a f'ulI.daJnen.tal part 
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of his life; but he was able to smbcdy his feelings i. mnsie itself, 
not in poetry ab'out it. But because of his perfect nderstandi:ng of it, 
he embodied its spirit in a few ehoiee poems; and ill t'tt. his treatmellt of 
its evanescent quality, made permanent the ideas, he could mot leave to 
the world by playing. P.ai~ting he appreeiated from chl1dheod; but beyond 
a few amatav efforts by way of a diversion frCl)m writing, he could not 
express his appreCiation by means of that art itself. Co~sequently, in 
IIl8llY of hlfil poems he bas given ai ther his views of paillting,or his por-
traits Qf its artists. 
4. BROWNING -- Browning' a art, thell, i8 that embodying persona11 ty; and 
indeed, his theory of art for life's sake resolves itself so thoroughly 
into art fer the sake of humanity and thes0ul, that he is never the poet 
of inanimate nature. Even its beauties have anall attraction for him 
unlessaeen through the glass of personality; aDd when he was asked if 
he liked nature, he replied - !!tYes, but I like men and weme. batt,er." 
~ art, then, he loved, when. i~ beewne the expressiQn of truth concern-
i~ men and women., and he wi shed to make i t hi s art, at least by its 
embodlinent in his poems. 

